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COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENTSCOMPANY ANNOUNCEMENTS

Sang Yim and Benedick Castro (left to right) kicking off our
first hour on Pai Gow Poker at The Palace Poker Casino.

KNIGHTSKNIGHTS
AT THEAT THE
PALACE!PALACE!

Knighted is growing quickly, with our most recent acquisition in the Bay Area bringing us to

5 client locations and counting! The Palace Poker Casino, located in the heart of downtown
Hayward, offers a unique, family-oriented atmosphere where a touch of personal entices
patrons to stay longer and keeps them coming back consistently. It maintains the history of
California card clubs when establishments were intimate - think of the TV show Cheers,
"where everybody knows your name". 
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"where everybody knows your name". 
 
We are currently banking Pai Gow Poker, Three Card Poker, and Blackjack tables, with
Baccarat and Tiles tables on the horizon in the near-term. We are thrilled to add Palace to
our client roster, and would like to recognize the members of our East Bay staff who helped
launch this business venture, and who continue to work toward making this acquisition a
long-term success. Thank you to the new members of our Palace associate team; to our
committed staff from Casino 580 who stepped up to step in; to our Casino 580 shift leads
who graciously took on additional responsibilities to accommodate our transfers (both
temporary and permanent); and to our HR team for your recruiting and resource
coordination efforts. We appreciate your contributions, and we enthusiastically look forward
to our future at Palace! 

 
 

NORMANDIE NORMANDIE 
MENTOR MENTOR 

PPROGRAMROGRAM  

Following its launch up North, the Knighted Ventures Mentor Program has finally made its way
to Normandie! At our northern locations, the Mentor Program has played a pivotal role in
smoothing the transition from in-office training to working on the casino floor.  New hires
receive one-on-one training and support from a fellow Associate, and mentors hone their
training and leadership skills while contributing creatively to the program's development.
 
Over the past month, potential L.A. mentors met in small groups to discuss their ideas for
implementing the Mentor Program at Normandie.  Associates offered their insights on how to
improve new hires' transition from training to the floor, drawing from their own experiences
as newbies not too long ago! Suggestions on topics for mentors to cover ranged from broad
(table etiquette, improving confidence, chip management) to basic (ordering lunch, clocking
in, identifying supervisors and casino staff) - but all equally important! 
 
Normandie mentors will begin working with newly badged Associates this week. A very
special thanks to those who participated in the brainstorming sessions, as well as to Davis
Nguyen for his guidance and logistical expertise! If you haven't been in contact yet and want
more information about the KV mentor program, please contact our Mentor Program
Director, Susanna Sheehan: ssheehan@knighted.com.

  

  

Knights for Neighbors Knights for Neighbors 
1st 1st 

Organized Organized 
Volunteer EventVolunteer Event

In the last few months, we've seen some of the most amazing generosity from our staff.
Whether we've moved to a faraway place or bought a cup of coffee for someone in need, all

BBANKERANKER  BRILLIANCE BRILLIANCE
Monthly Quiz & Contest 

Answer all of the quiz questions
correctly and you will be entered into our

monthly mystery prize drawing!
 

Click This Link to Submit
Your Answers

 

Click to Download the Crossword
 
Across (number of letters):
1. Three of a kind (5)
4. 100 chips (4)
5. aka the bank's advantage (4)
8. 20 chips(5)
11. Highest possible Pai-Gow Poker
dice action number (8)
12. Tile known as "Thunder" (6)
14. Increasing your bet if you lose -
system (10)
16. Blackjack: Ace + Seven = ____18
(4)
17. Three-Card player win with eight (5)
19. Baccarat where players can touch
the cards (7)
20. The best flush (5)
21. Betting Fee (10)
24. Highest non-pair two-tile rank (4)
26. 'Pair of _____, never loses.' (6)
27. 'No gamble, no____.' (6)
28. Three-Card banker win with seven
(6)
 
Down (number of letters):
2. Jacks, Queens, Kings (8)
3. DEQ's version of the iShoe (4)
6. Normandie City (7)
7. 'The____always wins.' (5)
9. Tile known as 'Sky' (4)
10. Company that provides shuffle
machines (13)
13. KV Norcal office city (10)
15. Tiles known as 'Chicken' (5)
18. 'No bet, no____.' (6)
21. Attempting to bank every spot is
called a 'Bank_____' (7)
22. Two-Card 21 (7)
23. 'One-Two, I____you.' (4)
25. Senior Manager of Normandie (5)
26. Rightful owner of EZ Baccarat (3)
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Whether we've moved to a faraway place or bought a cup of coffee for someone in need, all
of us have found a way to express the core value of humility that Knighted Ventures holds
dear. But how much fun would it be to do something positive for our community all
together?!
 
Knights For Neighbors will be having its first volunteer event in Southern California, helping
One Voice LA. This organization's Holiday Food Program provides Christmas food baskets,
toys, and books to 2,500 families that are living in poverty in the Los Angeles area. Held at
the Barker Hangar at the Santa Monica Airport, we will be joining over 2,000 other
volunteers with brightening the holidays for families referred from the Head Start program,
to sort food and other items for delivery.
 
The event will be held on Thursday, December 19th from 7:30 pm-11:00 pm.Thursday, December 19th from 7:30 pm-11:00 pm.
 
Simple sign up forms will be available both in the Gardena office and at the Normandie
casino, and it is recommended that you have it filled out beforehand. More information can
be found at http://onevoice-la.org/volunteer/. Please feel free to invite friends and family as
well; the night Knighted Ventures is volunteering is on "Kid Friendly" night! 
 
Please contact Jason Galit for more info about this event: jgalit@knighted.com
 

 
 

NORMANDIE 
CASINO

 

 I'm thankful for the bankers that have to deal with "Crazy Robert" for hours because "ain't
nobody got time for that!", but also because we as great KV Associates do what we can for our
customers, INCLUDING "Crazy Robert" at Normandie Casino. 
:) - Celeste Tuioti-Mariner
 
I'm thankful for Saphoun Khun because she cleaned the trailers and we want her to know that
she is appreciated. She takes the time to train and provides feedback when training, and still
finds the time to bake us cupcakes. Thank you for believing in us!
 
I'm thankful for Hangfei Chen's excellent training. Because of his help in my first few months
with KV I became a much better banker.
- Ron Mendelow
 
I'm thankful for Grady Wilkins because he's buff and can help move tables in the casino.
 
I'm thankful for Quynh Phan. He has the best pre-shifts!
 
I'm thankful for Edwin Amaya, because he is always helpful. He also shares his gummy bears
and many laughs. A good co-worker from the start!
 
I'm thankful for #ReaganStrong. Because what would Reagan Yang do? I'm thankful for Reagan
Yang, because he is magic. I'm thankful for ReaganYang because he was the one who helped
me learn Pai Gow and would try to help when I needed it.
 
I'm thankful for Alex Sandoval, because he taught me how to put air in my tires.
 
I'm thankful for Korbyn Kociemba, because he's always available to answer questions and
makes time to listen to us associates.
 
I'm thankful for the the first flight of associates. Through the crazy work hours, you guys
continue to come to with with the same enthusiasm that overall make work enjoyable and fun!
And to the incoming classes, keep up the good work! xoxo
 

Congrats, Cameron
Kemper, on your Banker
Brilliance!!  You won a

Keurig! 
Treat your holiday guests
to some delicious, fresh
brewed coffee on us!  

Click Here for the Complete
Answers to October's Quiz

Questions 3 to 5 were pretty tricky! Here are the
explanations:
 
3.) In Three-Card Poker, what is the highest
NON-Qualifying hand you can get?
  
Answer: J, 10 8 (Not of Same Suit)
 
Queen-High is a qualifying hand in Three-Card
Poker, so the highest NON-Qualifying Hand
would be the highest non-straight, non-flush
Jack-High.  
  
4.) In a 52-card deck, how many cards
cannot be the final card dealt on a Dragon 7
in EZ Baccarat?
  
Answer: 24
  
You must look at the possible values the bank
could have before it draws its final card. For
example, if the bank has a total of 3, then to get
a dragon 7, you would need to hit a 4. Certain
cards in the deck would NEVER be the final
card of a dragon based of the hitting rules of
Baccarat. These cards are 8, 9, 10, Jack,
Queen, and King. The reason being that the
bank never hits on values of 7, 8, or 9. So
there are 6 cards, 4 of each card, totaling 24
cards.
 
5.) In a 52-card deck, how many cards
cannot be the final card dealt on a Panda 8 in
EZ Baccarat?
  
Answer: 0
  
Trick question here. If you used the same logic
as question #4, you looked at the values that the
player never hits on - 6, 7, 8, 9. Based off
these values, Pandas can never end with A, 2,
9, 10, J, Q, K, which means the answer would
be 28. But often times, the Banker side will hit a
card AFTER the player completed a 3-card 8,
which means ANY card could technically be
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I'm thankful for Celeste Tuioti-Mariner, because she's awesome!
 
I'm thankful for Holly Mills. She is showing a lot of improvement in Pai Gow Poker. Keep up the
good work. [smiley face]
 
I'm thankful for Alfredo Martinez because he's only been sitting in on BJ for a very short period
of time, but seems to know the in's and out's of the game. Job well done!
 
I'm thankful for my positive work environment because it keeps me engaged and focused while
allowing me to enjoy myself also.
- Stephen Adams 
 
I'm thankful for the 7:40pm crew at the Normandie. We're a pretty
great little family!
 
I'm thankful for Josh Moreno's short jokes and riddles, which always
make me laugh. It's a good way to start and end the day.
 
I'm thankful for my great co-workers and supervisors for brightening
my day. Bradley Rees for always being upbeat and full of life. Michael
Reeves for always updating me on UCLA sports. Paul Hyo Shin for
sharing and caring. George Muniz for being super friendly and
remembering your life details. Zech Gauna for giving me steak and
chicken, Davis Nguyen for that hot dog, and Reagan Yang for having
my back in getting a creeper away from me. Also Jorge Melendez-
Gomez for his wonderful laugh.
 
I'm thankful for Miguel Roman because he taught me all the intricacies of Blackjack banking.
 
I'm thankful for all the supervisors because they understand how everybody can handle all the
tables when they need it.
 
I'm thankful for Zach Greenblott and David Lee because they are awesome trainers!
 
I'm thankful for Davis Nguyen because he deals with everyone's schedules and tries to help
them out.
 
I'm thankful for this job allowing me to be financially independent in the City of Angels. It means
I'm doing something right.
 
I'm thankful for Shift Leads and Supervisors. They keep KV employees on track, helping us
forget that we are at work while prioritizing professionalism. They demonstrate the type of
support all teams should have and that is definitely a trait KV can and should be proud of.
 
I'm thankful for Sean Farley, Chris Thoman, and Stephen Adams for the awesome training they
gave us. Kyle Myers too! They helped me learn the job! 
 

KNIGHTS FOR NEIGHBORS
Profiles in volunteering  among our ranks

- featuring Kacie Velie 

 
We have the very good fortune of having a passionate team here at Knighted Ventures. Many of us
direct this zeal toward the betterment of our communities, and we want to highlight the efforts of our
brave knights. You make us proud!
 
From Normandie Casino, this is Kacie Velie's story:
New Friends Homeless Center is a non profit organization that
serves the homeless, poor and needy in the San Fernando Valley.  It
currently hosts two meal nights a week, with the goal of obtaining
their own property for serving every meal.
 
What makes New Friends stand out is how differently they serve the
homeless, which are referred to as New Friends.  There is no line to
stand in... no wait.... The New Friends are seated at their table and
served restaurant-style by the volunteers.  The three course meal they dine on is prepared by
culinary experts, including those trained at Le Cordon Bleu, local restaurateurs and even a
celebrity chef.  Also at every meal, there is some sort of entertainment, from dancers, to
singers, to comedians.  This is a night out... a two hour reprieve.  It's an evening of excellence
that all of the New Friends look forward to.
 
I got involved with New Friends just over two years ago.   I first started as a server and then
moved to the kitchen.   Then, after some time, I started to perform music as well. I quickly fell

which means ANY card could technically be
the final card drawn on a Panda 8.   

 

THE PALACE POKER
CASINO

I'm thankful for my job because it's
been very hard for many people in the
last few years and I'm very fortunate to
have what I have. 
- Jean Abuan
 
I'm thankful for comeraderie because
it's what making The Palace a huge
success. - Tyler Sexton
 
I'm thankful for everything in my life :)
because without my daughter, hubby,
family, job, or anything....I wouldn't be
who I am! :)
 
I'm thankful for being here because it's
an opportunity to experience another
casino (atmosphere, people, etc.) -
Thia Vu
 
I'm thankful for KV and the opportunity

and support because I enjoy the
industry and direction of the company
and am happy to contribute. - Kristian
Navarrete
 
I'm thankful for being alive, having a
job, place to live and of course, the
Supes & all the Redbulls & KV Crew
because (I have) another day to
breathe, start over and be better. For
KV for giving me the opportunity to
develop my skills and me being able to
help develop a company that's still
growing and learning. Having a place to
live, roof over my head and heat.
Supes for the opportunity and trust.
Redbulls get me through my shift along
with the people I work with. 
- Mary Choeun 
 



moved to the kitchen.   Then, after some time, I started to perform music as well. I quickly fell
in love with the heart of the people who volunteered and all of the New Friends who attend.
  This isn't an obligation -- this is a family.  We share in their losses and in their triumphs.  We
celebrate their birthdays and holidays with them.  We're an ear to listen, a shoulder to cry on and
a friend to share a laugh with.  I  became close with the Pastor who runs the organization and
 helped produce fundraising campaigns, including a talent show this past April, which had
rappers, singers, and a children's dance group.  I look forward to organizing more events and
doing all I can to see the New Friends vision grow.  
 
New Friends Homeless Center has been such a blessing to me.  My life has been touched by so
many people that have walked through those doors and have made many friendships that I'm
sure will last a lifetime. 

http://www.newfriendshomelesscenter.org

Do you volunteer in your community or have a special non-profit organization that 
inspires your loyalty and service? Tell us your story!
 

Employee Spotlight
November 2013

 The Lotus Casino
 

Kancetta Jones

 
Kancetta joined KV from the previous banking group at Lotus and has proven
herself to be one of our hardworking employees.  She regularly comes in with a
positive attitude and is always willing to help out with our operational needs.
 She's very consistent and all around pleasant to work with.
 
Fun fact: Kancetta is a Google fanatic, and through her google-fu has
become a self-taught history buff.
  

Normandie Casino
 

Rob Diaz  
 

Rob has shown impeccable dedication as a member of one of the first
groups to join Knighted at the Normandie Casino. Since his first days
working the Dragon Room, Rob has never been late or absent. Rob is
always one to count on when extra help is needed and his focus is
exceptional, no matter how many hours or days he is on shift.  His positive
attitude has been consistent since day one.

   
Fun fact: A big Dodgers fan, Rob lost a bet with some of our Bay Area
supervisors, forcing him to wear a Giants tie to work. The shame!

 
Selah Davis

 
Selah was quick to gain the attention of the Knighted management team
with her maturity and unchanging will to improve. Selah remains
focused and composed regardless of how much action is on the table.
Her performance is consistent and always on point. She is very mature
in her approach to work.
 
Fun fact: Selah coaches cheer for her daughter's team, and has found
a real strength working with kids. Selah enjoys being a role model for

Casino 580

 
I'm thankful for The Three Amigos
feat. The Mel Experience - Remix
feat. T-Pain (Inside Joke).
 
I'm thankful for Aretha because she is
awesome.
 
I'm thankful for our HR and Trainers
because everyone that I've had the
chance to work with in KV has been
very kind, patient, and friendly.
Thanks hiring staff.
 
I'm thankful for Tim S. because he
has been helpful during the short-
staffedness.
 
I'm thankful for Eric Chen & Mary
because they trained me @ Double
Hand!
 

I'm thankful for Lorena for being a
great mentor & always finding ways
to make the company better.
 
I'm thankful for Hangfei because he is
a team player.
 
I'm thankful for Claire because she is
super awesome.
 
I'm thankful for All 580 Associates for
working hard through our Palace
takeover.
 
I'm thankful for 580 Supes! because
without you guys this place would be
a wreck! Thumbs up for holding it
down!

 

CCAALLL L FFOO R R COMICS!COMICS!
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a real strength working with kids. Selah enjoys being a role model for
young girls.
 

 
Casino 580

 
Lorena Yambao

 
Lorena is an exemplary associate for all of her peers.  She
demonstrates a consistent effort on and off the table, and she shows
her numerous leadership qualities by always putting the team first.
Lorena is also a mentor for our new hires, and works with them
regularly to help them prepare for the tables. She provides consistent
and thoughtful input on how to improve new hires' experience in the
casino.
 
Fun fact: Lorena is an avid bowler as well as a jazz/modern/hip-hop
dancer.
 

The 101 Casino
 

Chris Baker
 

Chris initially dreamt of being a dealer, but after joining KV over a year
ago, he decided banking was the right path for him! Chris has been a
reliable and responsible asset to our staff. He values what he has learned
so far in this industry and has been applying it everyday.  He sets a good
example for his trainees on and off the table.  Chris takes initiative to go
above and beyond what he's asked to do to benefit others while pushing
himself to continue to be one of our best on the tables.    
 
Fun fact: Chris has dual citizenship in the U.S. and Australia.  His
parents are currently motorcycling across the world!

 
Please join us in congratulating and thanking these talented and dedicated people. Keep
up the good work!

A Shoeshine Thanksgiving 
by Ron "Iceface" Mendelow 

               

Every Thanksgiving I donate money to several charities, and assist those in need.  In
all seriousness, doesn't every person deserve a plentiful Thanksgiving? 
Unfortunately, due to some poor investment choices, November arrived along with
serious cash flow issues.  I purchased two original mirror balls from Studio 54,

So, you think you can write a KV Comic
Strip?  We had a great response from our
KW Contributors about the possibility of
doing some on-going comic relief. We're
now looking for some specific ideas and
imagery for a new KV Banker Comic. 

This is a wide open area that's ready for
the artists among us to rise up, explore,
collaborate and create!

If you're interested, please submit your
interest, a brief idea, and a few pictures
or sketches to Katie Guthrie
kguthrie@knighted.com.
 

Brain Science
HOW TO INCREASE YOUR
INTELLIGENCE: 5 Ways to

Maximize your Cognitive
Potential

By Scientist & Scholar, Andrea Kuszewski, in
Scientific American

 

"One should not pursue goals
that are easily achieved. One
must develop an instinct for

what one can just barely achieve
through one's greatest

efforts."
-Albert Einstein

 
1. Seek Novelty - Be open and

pursue learning.
Excellent Learning Condition = Novel
activity > triggers dopamine > creates

higher motivational state > fuels
engagement & primes neurons >

neurogenesis takes place + increase in
synaptic plasticity (new neural
connections aka LEARNING)

 
2. Challenge Yourself - Always

be in slight discomfort.
Individual brain training games don't

make you smarter - they make you more
proficient at the brain training games.
Once your mind becomes efficient at

that task, move on to the next challenge
to continue increasing cortial thickness

and brain growth.
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serious cash flow issues.  I purchased two original mirror balls from Studio 54,
obtained the patent rights to Dr. Bunsen Honeydew's gorilla detector, and attempted
to cultivate dates on a farm in Lithuania.  Contrary to logic and intuition, these
activities yielded dreadful financial results.
  
I could not, however, disappoint families in need, and I took immediate action.  I
would raise funds to feed the hungry on an undisclosed day off.  I decided to do so
by partaking in strategic wager consulting, a.k.a. shoeshining, at a casino outside of
Gardena.
  
I have observed the shoeshine attempts of many individuals, and would categorize
such attempts as tragic-comic.  I have witnessed strategic wager consultation
sessions which lack both finesse, and efficiency.  I contacted infomercial guru,
genius confidence artist, and my personal investment advisor Don Lapre for some
sound advice. 
 
Don recommended that  I utilize the classic "cut and cry" shoeshine, and that I do so
with the zeal and verve of the great rat-pack era shoeshiners.  Don encouraged me
to follow in the footsteps of hall-of-famers Jimmy "no nose, but always knows"
Gebbia, Seymour "kvetchy" Goldfarber, and Shamus "lucky 4 leaf" O'Shanter.
  
The "cut and cry" shoeshine involves a two pronged approach.  Step one, the cut: 
the shoeshiner, or 2S as we say in the industry, requests to cut a shoe at any given
table.  Step two, the cry:  while cutting the shoe at the table the 2S states the following
key phrases: "I'm giving you all a lot of bonuses here, don't forget about me, I'm
helping all of you, I'm bringing you luck....."  Then the 2S must linger at the table for the
remainder of the shoe.  Every instance a bonus hits the 2S must aptly execute "the
cry" once again, saying "don't forget about me, I took care of you, now you take care
of me."
  
The "cut and cry" always yields one of two results.  After a bonus the players will A --
provide immediate compensation to the 2S, or B -- the players will become
extremely annoyed.  If A, then accept all chips, continue to linger, and execute "the
cry" during the next bonus.  If B, then continue "the cry" until the players provide
funds in exchange for leaving the area.  In addition, the 2S must provide the floor
supervisor with a portion of the earnings, as this will help the 2S avoid complications
with security. 
  
After six hours of utilizing the "cut and cry" method I obtained earnings sufficient to
fund approximately 37 Thanksgiving meals for the less fortunate.  That night I went to
bed with a smile, knowing that I had raised money for charity the old fashioned way -
through diligence, integrity, honesty, and persistence. If anyone would like to learn
more about strategic wager consulting feel free to contact me, and if you succeed as
a shoeshiner don't forget about me, don't forget about your mentor, I gave you a
good start.....
 

How to Build Your Own Practice TableHow to Build Your Own Practice Table
By Garret t  Cla rk a t  Casino 580By Garret t  Cla rk a t  Casino 580

  
Are you tired of Macgyvering a practice space?
Trying to spread a Pai Gow hand on the crumpled
blanket you threw on your table is not the answer.
Amp up your at-home practice with a legit casino
felt surface you can make yourself!

Garrett Clark, Shift Lead at Casino 580, has not
only built his own, he has produced an easy to
follow guide for the project. For those of us who
fall into the category of DIY novice, fear not. No skill-saw or power drill is needed. With
plywood, felt, foam, a staple gun, sand paper and elbow grease, your ideal practice

 
3. Think Creatively - In all

directions.
Think with both halves of your brain with

divergent thinking (a wide range of
topics/subjects), making remote

associations between ideas, switching
back and forth between conventional and

unconventional thinking (cognitive
flexibility), and generating original, novel

ideas appropriate to the activity you are
doing. Ask "Here's a cartoon. Caption it."

 
4. Do Things the Hard Way -

Keep your brain in shape.
If you stop using your problem-solving
skills, your spatial skills, your logical

skills, your cognitive skills - how do you
expect your brain to stay in top shape -

never mind improve?
 

5. Network - Spark new ideas.
By exposing yourself to new people, ideas,

and environments, you are opening
yourself up to new opportunities for

cognitive growth.  See new perspectives to
problems & insightful, unthoughtof

solutions.
 

OFFICE CREW

 
I'm thankful for being a part of a team
that is so genuine, hard working and
sincere.
- Kyle Myers
 
I'm thankful for the friends that I have
made at Knighted Ventures. These
are some of the nicest and most
talented people I have ever met!   
-Jason Galit
  
I'm thankful for all of the new hires I
have had the pleasure of helping to
join the KV team. I'm thankful for
receiving all of your interesting
stories, getting to know each of you,
your unique strengths, listening to
your goals and histories, and
especially for the optimism &
enthusiasm that you bring to your
new jobs! 
- Katie Guthrie
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cpRv9NtxCaYNQnIap491DoNQmUZR8fML6TVe7K8wShG8ticeaCwVbq-KDX8j_k2OkJPs87jGALDWxpDnynkTAHZvcHXUg77S49wn29IximUQ1i8qYGQgZOaucPAluT-ixPh1wdcmflS0ptq9Uejp4IlREpBtEFKv9ifhPW0y2kv6-XbUhpgK5gKTGJc5rZ9VlmTbuBYEIzW-7tXrPK24_SjgY241-s4WRVIdtWH5ZLI=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001cpRv9NtxCaYNQnIap491DoNQmUZR8fML6TVe7K8wShG8ticeaCwVbq-KDX8j_k2O7Pu6qOIc2ZyU6JwU9pPB7n79EDYh7iITcMoZ2bPPTgPMEvUUl219uiLsogf-FIRnrna-zpJBSN4t5gX1ZfBqJzmtH6_vuAf2sDtbwIo5BhXW0uBEtDioVTC3fPF-chGz&c=&ch=


plywood, felt, foam, a staple gun, sand paper and elbow grease, your ideal practice
space can be realized.

Time requirement: 1-2 hours
Material Cost: Roughly, $40

Garrett uses his table several times a week for
practicing Double Hand and Tiles. These can be
customized however you want, or for whatever
game you need to practice. Garrett has a little
background in handy work but nothing too
extensive.

This simple, step-by-step guide is available for full view on our Knighted Ventures
Training Site. If you haven't yet accessed this awesome, new site, contact Trainer, Kyle
Myers: kmyers@knighted.com for access. 
 

  
  

LOTUSLOTUS
 CASINO  CASINO 

  

I'm thankful for all my Supervisors because they're awesome.
 
I'm thankful for Danne because he's awesome.
 
I'm thankful for Sadie because she brightens up my day.
 
I'm thankful for Supervisors Arnel, Rachel, Zech, Eric and JP (for) giving me the
chance to advance and become a better banker.
 
I'm thankful for Arnel for going the extra mile.
 
I'm thankful for money because...money. 
 
I'm thankful for food. Yes thanksgiving food. Yum! because...Eric seconds that (YUP!)
 
I'm thankful for Shang because she gives us wonderful opportunities.
 
I'm thankful for Danne and other coworkers (Eric, Hlou, Rachel) because they're so
helpful and they try everything they can to make things easier for me.
 
I'm thankful for Rachel Roots because she works hard, goes to school, does the
schedule, and motivates each associate every day.  No matter what, her smile makes my
workday easier.
 
I'm thankful for positive attitudes because they make work enjoyable.
 
I'm thankful for my coworkers because they are caring.
 
I'm thankful for having such great Supervisors. Eric! JP! Dylan! Rachel! Arnel!
Shang! because you guys rock.
 

 
I've done many projects and
businesses in my lifetime. So I'm
thankful to be working with one of the
most (if not THE most) capable and
high performing teams I've ever been
a part of. And I'm thankful that
everyone in our company has an
interesting story or background. I'm
really proud of everyone at Knighted,
and I'm excited to see what the future
holds for us. 
-- Roy Choi 
(Jieho Lee Concurs - that pretty much
says it all for him too.)
 
I'm thankful for the opportunity to be
surrounded every day by people I can
learn from.  I find myself constantly
inspired and humbled by the
motivation, ideas, and backgrounds
of the people I get to work with. 
- Susanna Sheehan
 
I'm thankful to be a part of a truly
collaborative team where everyone's
opinion counts; a team that
encourages one another through
challenges and celebrates successes
together. I'm thankful for my life,
health, home and family. 
- Candice Berry
 
Read the Full Version Here
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I'm thankful for Matt Dylan (the supervisor) because he is awesome + considers our
opinions important! :)
 
I'm thankful for Rachel Roots because she puts up with everyone's schedule demands.
 
I'm thankful for Arnel because he believes in the employees and pushes us.
 
I'm thankful for Shang because she puts me on Baccarat.
 
I'm thankful for my Shift Leads because they help me out running the floor and keep
me sane.
 

I'm thankful for my Knighted Ventures Family @ Lotus because they have supported me
with love during my father passing.
 
I'm thankful for wonderful Rachel Roots because you work
hard for us.
 
I'm thankful for Arnel & JP because they've helped me out,
coached me, & supplied me w/caffeine.
 
I'm thankful for having Daniel Manomai for taking his time
out to come practice tiles with me.
 
I'm thankful for all the wonderful people I work with
because it makes my job a lot easier.
 
I'm thankful for this job because I have a pay check to look for every other week and I
can feed my family.
 
I'm thankful for Toan Nguyen for creating new tests.
 
I'm thankful for the supervisors for being helpful and giving us tips for being a banker.
 
I'm thankful for Thu getting me Starbucks because it was amazingly delicious.
 
I'm thankful for the morning supervisors for being so understanding and so awesome.
THANK YOU *A special shout out to Ms. Rachel Roots. Thank you for taking the time
out to listen when I needed someone to talk to.
 
I'm thankful for having such supportive and helpful and understanding leaders and
coworkers because they are the reason I can continue to come to work happy and work
proficiently and more... 
 

  
  

THE 101 CASINOTHE 101 CASINO

 
I'm thankful for the amazing supervisors. They make me feel important andI'm thankful for the amazing supervisors. They make me feel important and
create a very comfortable atmosphere. create a very comfortable atmosphere. 
 -  Derrick S. -  Derrick S.
 
I'm thankful for Chris Baker because he has given good advice and support asI'm thankful for Chris Baker because he has given good advice and support as



I'm thankful for Chris Baker because he has given good advice and support asI'm thankful for Chris Baker because he has given good advice and support as
an experienced mentor.an experienced mentor.
 
I'm thankful for hand sanitizer because players are gross. I'm thankful for hand sanitizer because players are gross. 
-  Jordan- Jordan
 
I'm thankful for Kellie Cohen because she's always mindful, helpful & staysI'm thankful for Kellie Cohen because she's always mindful, helpful & stays

professional at work. She makes life easier.professional at work. She makes life easier.
 
I'm thankful for Beard O'Clock because Beards Rock! I'm thankful for Beard O'Clock because Beards Rock! 
-  Scott R.- Scott R.
 
I'm thankful for DaVince & Sky & Ben & The Morning Crew because theyI'm thankful for DaVince & Sky & Ben & The Morning Crew because they
motivate me in a positive manner during the day shift. -  Melissamotivate me in a positive manner during the day shift. -  Melissa
 
I'm thankful for Mes because he is a great Pai Gow trainer and he is my sensei. -I'm thankful for Mes because he is a great Pai Gow trainer and he is my sensei. -
NoyNoy
 
I'm thankful for all the bankers and dealers because they make work super fun &I'm thankful for all the bankers and dealers because they make work super fun &
make me smile!!! -  Lulymake me smile!!! -  Luly
 
I'm thankful for Beards because they are awesome.I'm thankful for Beards because they are awesome.
 
I'm thankful for Mes aka "my wingman" because he takes everything, good orI'm thankful for Mes aka "my wingman" because he takes everything, good or
bad, in stride, never complains about anything & is always incredibly helpful! bad, in stride, never complains about anything & is always incredibly helpful! 
-  Kellie- Kellie
 
I'm thankful for Josette because she always has a good attitude.I'm thankful for Josette because she always has a good attitude.
 
I'm thankful for my coworkers that come in with a smile on their faces becauseI'm thankful for my coworkers that come in with a smile on their faces because
they're a bring light in the depressing casino environment.they're a bring light in the depressing casino environment.
 
I'm thankful for my co-workers because they have great attitudes andI'm thankful for my co-workers because they have great attitudes and
personalities. personalities. 
-  Chris Baker- Chris Baker
 
I'm thankful for Scott R for maintaining composure and a sharp eye on Pai-GowI'm thankful for Scott R for maintaining composure and a sharp eye on Pai-Gow
when it is hectic.when it is hectic.
 
I'm thankful for our shift leads because they do the extra mile every day.I'm thankful for our shift leads because they do the extra mile every day.
 
I'm thankful for Mes for always being helpful and being a good role model toI'm thankful for Mes for always being helpful and being a good role model to
newer bankers.newer bankers.
 
I'm thankful for Ben because he worked with me so I could visit family and isI'm thankful for Ben because he worked with me so I could visit family and is
always open for communication.always open for communication.
 
I'm thankful for Raisa for having an open line of communication with me. It hasI'm thankful for Raisa for having an open line of communication with me. It has
given me a look into me strengths as well as where I can improve.given me a look into me strengths as well as where I can improve.
 
I'm thankful for free coffee at work because...free. M.Anthony.I'm thankful for free coffee at work because...free. M.Anthony.
 
I'm thankful for Beard O'Clock because it 's manly and awesome!I'm thankful for Beard O'Clock because it 's manly and awesome!
 
I'm thankful for coffee because it 's cozy and delicious :) -  Pam B.I'm thankful for coffee because it 's cozy and delicious :) -  Pam B.



I'm thankful for coffee because it 's cozy and delicious :) -  Pam B.I'm thankful for coffee because it 's cozy and delicious :) -  Pam B.
 
I'm thankful for the dealers because they are always nice and respectful. -I'm thankful for the dealers because they are always nice and respectful. -
JoshuaJoshua
 
I'm thankful for my job because everyone is helpful and friendly. -  JosetteI'm thankful for my job because everyone is helpful and friendly. -  Josette
 
I'm thankful for all the help with chip management! because I really need toI'm thankful for all the help with chip management! because I really need to
work on it! -  Steven F.work on it! -  Steven F.
 
I'm thankful for Mes because he is awesome. - KrystalI'm thankful for Mes because he is awesome. - Krystal
 
I'm thankful for Shayna Hudson because she dresses to impress and brings soI'm thankful for Shayna Hudson because she dresses to impress and brings so
much needed glam to the workplace. She works hard and is dedicated tomuch needed glam to the workplace. She works hard and is dedicated to
thriving here. -  Kellithriving here. -  Kelli
 
I'm thankful for the Leads for putting up with me because...who else will? -  JeffI'm thankful for the Leads for putting up with me because...who else will? -  Jeff
 
I'm thankful for the players that still come to The 101 Casino because otherwiseI'm thankful for the players that still come to The 101 Casino because otherwise
I wouldn't have a job.I wouldn't have a job.
 
I'm thankful for the Veteran Men and Ladies of Graveyard at 101 Casino becauseI'm thankful for the Veteran Men and Ladies of Graveyard at 101 Casino because
it's not the easiest shift on schedule but they rock it EVERY Night. They are theit's not the easiest shift on schedule but they rock it EVERY Night. They are the
most easy going, hard working, down for OT any day folks on the schedule!most easy going, hard working, down for OT any day folks on the schedule!
 
I'm thankful for waking up for another day because regardless of what I didI'm thankful for waking up for another day because regardless of what I did
before, there's always hope on the next day. -  Benedick Castrobefore, there's always hope on the next day. -  Benedick Castro
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